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A recent Autobiz Helpline call, regarding 
Park Distance Control (PDC) errors on a 

Volkswagen Polo, prompted us to pass on some 
simple test procedures to the technician.
 The proper test procedures for the 
parking system are a bit of a mystery to many 
technicians. Most will “listen“ to the sensors 
with a stethoscope, to identify if they are 
transmitting after the initial code scan. But the 
actual testing process requires an oscilloscope 
to identify the signal integrity of the sensor and 
the power and ground supply, from the park 
distance control module.

 The sensor signal can only be analysed 
with an oscilloscope, as the sensor produces a 
signal around the 40 khz range. The amplitude 
of the signal increases as the distance between 
an obstacle and the sensor decreases. The 
Picoscope TA329 Ultrasonic detector, will 
display the high frequency sound signal coming 
from the sensor, and display the waveform as 
shown (Fig.1). The signal sent back to the PDC 
module on later vehicles can be a LIN bus signal.
 The failure of an individual sensor would 
indicate the sensor itself may have a power 
supply, ground or signal line issue, which must 

be investigated first.
 Multiple sensors 
offline indicate a 
possible module issue, 
and the reference voltage and ground lines 
from the module need to be checked.
 If communication to the PDC module 
is not available, the Controller Area Network 
signals and the CAN physical layer must be 
confirmed.
 Finally, the module power supplies, and 
earth connections, must be tested before 
condemning the PDC module as the issue.

Park Distance Control testing procedures

An example parking sensor digital waveformAn example parking sensor analog waveform

SCR NOx sensor update

Two recent Autobiz helpline calls, regarding 
test information for Land Rover rear NOx 

sensors that had fault codes for poor NOx readings, 
SCR catalyst efficiency. The testing process for the 
SCR efficiency begins with serial data checks on the 
AdBlue system.
 Important data groups included the reductant 
level and it is worth noting, the system will 
malfunction and not display a fluid level, if the tank 
is filled to the very top. Customers often overfill the 
system and this registers as empty. The level sensing 
system requires an airgap at the top of the reservoir, 
to accurately monitor the actual reductant level.
 The next data PID is the system pressure. 
With the ignition and the engine not running, it will 
normally display 4 bar. When the engine is running, 
it should rise to 5 bar, with a maximum pressure of 8 
bar.
 Next, you will need to monitor the NOx sensor 
output from both sensors. This often requires the 
vehicle to be on a road test, to accurately monitor 
the part per million (PPM) figures. The exhaust needs 
to be up to full operating temperature. The two 
sensors should display a PPM value around 300-400 
ppm upstream of the SCR catalytic convertor, and 
10% of this figure on the downstream side (around 
30 to 40 ppm). Readings in this range show good 

catalysation in the SCR Cat.
 Testing the NOx sensor involves checking the 
power and ground supplies to the NOx module and 
CAN signal checks. But as these sensors are in short 
supply for most vehicle brands, and on back order 
for many months, problems have arisen with the 
replacement sensors supplied by Land Rover.
 Recent calls to the Helpline showed that the 
signals from these are not as expected, when fitting 

the replacement parts. But with some research, we 
have found a Technical Service Bulletin (TSB) from JLR 
that the new sensors are wired differently from the 
original.
 Once the adaptations are completed for 
new parts replacement, a road test will need to 
be performed, this can take up to 40 minutes at 
cruise speeds, before the system returns to a proper 
operational mode.

The reallocation of the terminal locations on the new sensor (a new connector is 
available as a replacement part)
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The guys on the Autobiz Technical Helpline, 
especially Tim, are very knowledgeable and can 
usually provide a different direction / approach 
pattern for my technicians to solve most technical 
problems. If they don’t know an answer straight 
away, Tim will find out and will call you back very 
quickly.

The Helpline saves me time on complex jobs, and 
ultimately means I can find the answers for more 
complex jobs and boost my business. I never turn 
a customer away and, more importantly, I can 
resolve even the most complicated issues in 
relatively good time. We pride ourselves on never 
saying no to a complex technical issue. 
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